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SINGLE-POINT AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR READY TO USE

The precision of the quantities ejected allows reliable use in the food ... and the various fast connections to connect the system to the lubrication point (BSP 1/8 ... 
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SINGLE-POINT AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR READY TO USE 10 BAR – 4 LUBRICATION PROGRAMMES REMOTE UP TO 2 METRES



THE IDEAL LUBRICATING TOOL Based on the principle of a piston pump, the GREASYMAT ® is the ideal tool for reliable lubrication. Its ejection pressure of 10 bar allows single-point use and remote installation of the system by up to 2 metres. Remote installation and control make it easy to lubricate dangerous or hard-to-reach points. Lubricating personnel can therefore work safely.



REFILLABLE AND AUTONOMOUS The only consumables needed to operate the system are lubricant refills and battery packs. Its 240 cc capacity allows a variety of applications in all types of industrial sectors.



SIMPLE



RELIABLE



A simple adapter screwed onto the lubrication point



Based on the principle of a piston pump, grease



determines the lubrication programme. GREASYMAT



®



ejected by GREASYMAT ® is not affected by oil/soap



is supplied with 4 different-coloured adapters



separation (bleeding). A further advantage of the



for lubrication intervals of 1, 3, 6 or 12 months. The



system is that it allows constant doses of the product



chosen adapter is fixed permanently to the lubrication



to be released over time. This offers the benefi t



point, thus preventing any risk of error when changing



of maintaining a continuous level of lubrication



the refill.



to equipment.



It only takes a few seconds to refill a GREASYMAT ®



The functionality of the GREASYMAT ® can be tested



system. There is no need to stop the machine to



at any time simply by unscrewing the device by one



refill the system if the unit is installed remotely.



turn from its adapter and tightening it back up.



Infinitely refillable, GREASYMAT® offers an ecological alternative to most autonomous lubricators.



EFFICIENT GREASYMAT ® can be used at temperatures as low as -10°C. Variations in fl ow rate according to temperature are therefore no longer a problem, as is the case with classic lubricators using gas or spring pressure.
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APPLICATIONS GREASYMAT ® is adapted to all industrial sectors. Its ATEX 077 certification also allows it to be used on chemical or petrochemical sites. GREASYMAT is particularly effective when lubricating points requiring limited but frequent lubrication, such as electric motors, fans, pumps, conveyor bearings, etc. In addition to optimum lubrication and maintaining a constant volume of grease, it provides a perfect seal for bearings when they are subjected to external contamination in industries such as: iron and steel manufacture, cement production and quarrying, paper and cardboard mills, maritime transport and ports, etc. GREASYMAT ® is a dosing pump. The precision of the quantities ejected allows reliable use in the food and pharmaceutical industries but also in all industries where pollution of the environment by lubricants can pose problems (automobile industry etc.).



STARTERPACK AND REFILLS



A READY-TO-USE KIT All the components required to assemble and operate the system are included in the pack, namely the GREASYMAT ® device with its various adapters, the lubricant refi ll and batteries, a mounting bracket, 2 metres of pipe pre-fi lled with the chosen grease and the various fast connections to connect the system to the lubrication point (BSP 1/8 male connection).



NEVASTANE XS 80



ALTIS SH 2



Multi-use, EP, very high-performance synthetic grease, suitable for incidental food contact



Very high-performance synthetic grease



Soap: calcium sulphonate complex



Soap: calcium sulphonate complex



Soap: polyurea



NLGI grade: 1.5



NLGI grade: 1-2



NLGI grade: 2



Working temperature: -30°C to +180°C



Working temperature: -50°C to +160°C



Working temperature: -40°C to +180°C



TOTAL LUBRIFIANTS www.lubricants.total.com



The right choice for lubricants



EN 09 2013



CERAN XM 220 High-quality multi-use EP grease with very good resistance to water



Design by www.generis.be



3 TYPES OF GREASES FOR USE WITH GREASYMAT ® HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY SELECTED TO MEET ALL YOUR APPLICATIONS:
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New Campbell's No Salt Added Ready-to-Use Beef Broth 

Renseignements nutritionnels. Bouillon de bÅ“uf PrÃªt Ã  utiliser Sans sel ajoutÃ© de Campbell'sÂ®. Par portion de 150 mL. 10 calories, 0 g lipides, 0 g saturÃ©s, 0 g ...
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Ready-to-use therapeutic food for home-based treatment of 

May 30, 2013 - paediatricians and community dieticians. We scrutinised the ref- erence lists of included studies and appropriate reviews in order to identify ...
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Three to Get Ready 

Now let's talk about GPS antennas. For a reason that involves WW-II radar devel- opment, Popsicle sticks, British sharp- shooters, plumbing, and squirrels, most.
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Colepaugh gets ready to roch 

Apr 18, 2009 - "I'm usually that guy," Chris says with a laugh. "Who's going to tear down the stuff and load it in the van, and it's -40C and it's snowing, and drive ...
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READY - Tap to turn on. Hold to put in READY mode ... - FCC ID 

To operate on AC power first select the one plug adapter (3 total supplied) that fits .... Eligible to bear the CE mark; Conforms to European Union Low. Voltage ...
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4a including ready-to-run programs 

Unlike some user's manuals, the. Texas Instruments manual takes you on a trip ... computer-world words are defined before they vii ...... are simple and one of BASICs most useful programming ...... for SAT exams and similar types of tests. The.
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Elric's READY-TO-PLAY MARVEL CHARACTERS 

(+11), Knowledge [Business] 8 (+10), Notice 10 .... Limited [only if injured by Blast] (-1)) (24 pp total) ..... to take 10 on Acrobatics for a total of 26, giving him 11.
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dora diego ready to ride dbid 6paf 
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Elric's READY-TO-PLAY DC CHARACTERS 

Hunting Rifle (Blast 6; Power Feat: Improved Range). (13ep), Light Pistol ... Abilities 54 + Skills 12 + Feats 16 + Powers 52 + Combat 26 + Saves 10â€“ Drawbacks 5 = 165. POWERS ... Comprehend 2 (Animals 2 [speak and understand], ..... Note that in a
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Better pilot: Are you ready to land? 

It takes practice, patience, and persistence. But once we master the skill, it pays handsome dividends every time we fly. It's true that every landing is different, but ...
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How to use Rtrdf 

Repeat the process for a few objects (at least 3). Check in the folder named â€œWork folderâ€� : you should find. - A folder named â€œimagesâ€� for recorded images with ...
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To use the transformer: 

turn on your appliance. To use the transformer: 1 Plug the transformer into any 220/240V AC power outlet. The transformer plug fits most foreign power outlets.
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When to Use JAXB 

He has fielded many Java solutions, serving in roles including senior architect, .... Overview of Interprocess Communication and Basic Network Architecture. 521 ..... These solutions do not attempt to provide comprehensive coverage of ...... for loop
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How to Use(cont.) 

Essayer une autre marque ou torréfaction de café. L'espresso est trop corsé ou amer. • Trop de mouture d'espresso a été utilisé. • La mouture du café est trop ...
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ready, set, safety ready, set, safety 

1 ISSUE 3 www.allstarcheermag.com. 38 .... that level? Age-appropriate material doesn't stop with the cheer- leader. ... ent: by getting the youngsters in early, training them according ..... places 5th in a competition at Level 4, then .... ed,â€� L
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How To Use Linguistic Binds To Persuade.pdf 

Coming up in other articles we will cover the use of double binds, covert verbal pacing and leading, presuppositions including some little known types of ...
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Can automatic calculating machines be said to 

it not been for Lamport clocks, the investigation of scatter/gather I/O might .... that we can do much to affect an application's av- .... The choice of public-private key pairs in. [201, 96 .... Universite paris 8 vincennes saint-denis licence m2i &
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automatic process to build a contextualized detector 

1CEA, LIST, Vision and Content Engineering Laboratory, Point Courrier 94, F-91191 ... A specialized detector is then built on the resulting dataset. ... in computer vision by (Grabner and Bischof,. 2006) ... on a video the whole system is useless.
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Can Automatic Calculating Machines Be Said to 

Trees. US Patent 2,799,449 - Google Patents, 1957. 16 citation(s). .... classroom projects, history modules, and articles - books.google.com,. 2009. 0 citation(s).
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From Vocalic Detection to Automatic Emergence of 

more accurate and the number of identified languages has increased [1,4]. ... Sbec criterion (Spectral Band Energy Cumulating):. Sbec. E t. E t. E E. E. = âˆ’. = âˆ‘Î±.
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how to use color management 

SignLab color management is used to make the monitor display image colors as they will appear when printed. For proofs rendered on a desktop printer, it is ...
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How to Use Skillet - HamiltonBeach.com 

Some states or provinces do not allow limitations on implied warranties or special, incidental, or consequential damages ..... Fax: 01 55 5615 1856. Nuevo Leon.
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Ready-to-close Switch (PF) for MASTERPACT NW ... - Schneider Electric 

derrière la poignée d'armement (B) et à droite de la plaque de montage de la bobine (C). Aligner l'interrupteur prêt à fermer comme indiqué et encliqueter.
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How To Use Your - Bushnell 

Les pare-brises et les vitres de voiture avec des matÃ©riaux mÃ©talliques intÃ©grÃ©s, tels que les dÃ©givreurs, ou les films de coloration pour vitre, peuvent dÃ©grader la ...
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